
This year, the most recognizable and prestigious

bass fishing tournament lands in Birmingham,

Ala., on Lay Lake, February 23-25, 2007. The

Bassmaster Classic® on ESPN2 attracts fans from

all over the world. Every year, thousands travel

hundreds of miles to see the latest and greatest

in fishing and outdoors related products.

Held in conjunction with the Bassmaster Classic,

the ESPN Outdoors Expo gives you the

opportunity to get your products in front of the

world’s most avid anglers. The typical attendee

brings an additional three people to the

consumer show, spending an average of six

hours walking the show floor. From freshwater

and saltwater fishing, to camping, hunting and

shooting sports, these attendees do it all. This

is your opportunity to reach the ultimate

outdoor consumer.

Take a look at what ESPN Outdoors has to offer,

and make your plans to join the Worldwide

Authority on Bass Fishing now.
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ESPN Outdoors Experience 

• 83.7% of 2005 attendees surveyed gave the overall event an “excellent” or “very good” rating

• The Outdoors Expo is a big hit with Classic fans and outdoors sports enthusiasts

• Nearly half of attendees spend 6 or more hours walking the Outdoors Expo floor

Staying Power

• Nearly 80% of 2005 attendees indicated they had previously attended the Classic

Who the Fans Are

• On average, those attending were with three other people

• 65% of attendees visited the Expo for at least two days

• 91% of attendees drove to the Bassmaster Classic

• 50% of those attendees came from distances of more than 100 miles

• The average out-of-town guest stayed in a hotel/motel for 3 nights

• 38% of respondents said they came to see a specific Bassmaster Classic competitor

Interesting Facts

• 72% of Bassmaster Classic attendees are ages 35+

• 38% have annual HHI greater than $75,000

• 39.2% of attendees have an undergraduate or graduate college education

• 75% are married

• 19% have children under age 12

• 22% have children ages of 12-17

Attendees’ Affiliation with BASS

• 52% of Bassmaster Classic attendees are BASS members

A T T E N D E E E X P E R I E N C E

SOURCE: ESPN RESEARCH, 2005. PITTSBURGH, PA EVENT.
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B A S S F I S H I N G ’ S  C R O W N I N G E V E N T

The Most Prestigious Tournament in Bass Fishing
The 50 best anglers in bass fishing will compete in the 2007 Bassmaster Classic – spending
3 days on Alabama’s Lay Lake in the quest for the title of Classic champion. Legions of bass
fishing fans will take in the exciting Classic weigh-ins at the Birmingham-Jefferson Convention
Complex to see if their favorite angler will reign supreme.

Make your plans now to join BASS for the 37th annual Bassmaster Classic and the ESPN
Outdoors Expo. For more information and to reserve booth space, please contact your BASS
Sales Representative at 407-566-BASS or 1-877-BASSUSA.

Event Attendance
Approximately 33,500 people from all over the world attended the 2006 Classic ESPN
Outdoors Expo over a four-day period.

ESPN2
More than 9.5 million viewers tuned in to ESPN2 to see history in the making during the 2006
Classic. For the 2007 Classic, ESPN2 will continue to provide unparalleled coverage of the
sport’s biggest event.

Bassmaster Junior World Championship
Junior anglers in two age groups, 11-14 and 15-18, are each paired with a Classic competitor
the weekend prior to Classic week. The Junior Bassmaster Championship has awarded $27,000
in scholarships and other prizes.

Bassmaster.com
In 2006, Bassmaster.com reached all-time highs in page views with the site receiving more than
4 million page views. Each Classic weigh-in was also shown via live streaming video, bringing
the action to fans in real-time and proving to be a big hit with Bassmaster.com visitors.
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